Wikipedia and AI images: friends or enemies?
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historian linguist wiki expert
Question: who of you has already created AI images?
apple

Negative prompt (press Ctrl+Enter or Alt+Enter to generate)
painting of apple, by roy lichtenstein
painting of red apple in window, by rene magritte, 1950s style

signature, text, deformation, disfiguration
Some ideas
„techno images“
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traditional, human made?

or technical, automatic
Imagination

Automat
Mozart? But which one?
something to discuss
(A) Will there be a new professional, the „prompt specialist“?

(B) Should the work of prompt specialists be honoured? How?

(C) Which skills of artists will be enhanced by or replaced by AI?
(A) Will media have a label in the future that content is "guaranteed AI-free"?

(B) Will there be campaigns against AI? (From creators, from activists?)

(C) Will there be quality labels attesting ethical controlled training?
(A) What are the opportunities and risks for Wikipedia?

(B) Should there be general rules for Wikipedia / WM movement?

(C) Should prompts, models, etc. be obligatory as meta data?
Ahoj! Vždyť ani neexistuji!
I have served my people in 2005-2021.

Angela Merkel

I serve my people only since 2021.

Olaf Scholz
Am I just fan art?
Jsem zcela průměrné, typické, reprezentativní jablko.
náš další
EDIT-A-THON
v Muzeu
Vincenta
van Gogha
Všechno nejlepší ke dni Wikipedie!
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